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Surface-NMRmeasurements commonly suffer from low signal-to-noise ratios. In recent years, with the introduc-
tion ofmulti-channel surface-NMR instruments, the technique of remote-reference noise cancellation (RNC)was
developed and significantly improved the applicability of surface-NMR. The current formulation of RNC re-
quires a reference loop to be placed a remote distance from the transmitter loop such that no NMR signal is
recorded. Reference loops placed at non-remote distances have been envisaged to provide both improved
noise cancellation performance and field efficiency; however, the concept has not been previously applied
because the theoretical framework was missing. In this paper, the theoretical framework is presented. It is
demonstrated that reference loops placed at non-remote distances provide superior noise cancellation per-
formance. Considerations for placing the reference loop relative to the transmitter loop are provided, and
the theoretical framework is evaluated based on a semi-synthetic example using real field noise and syn-
thetic surface-NMR data.
© 2020 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The surface nuclear magnetic resonance (surface-NMR)method has
shown continuous progress and significant improvements in many
fields of research from forward modeling (Lehmann-Horn et al., 2011;
Grombacher et al., 2019) to inversion (Hertrich et al., 2009; Mueller-
Petke and Yaramanci, 2010; Behroozmand et al., 2012; Jiang et al.,
2018; Skibbe et al., 2018) and field layouts (Jiang et al., 2015; Costabel
et al., 2016; Altobelli et al., 2019) in recent years. Many of these im-
provements extended the range of applications, mostly with respect
to hydrogeological tasks, due to the unique direct sensitivity of
surface-NMR to the hydrogen proton and therefore water.

Despite all of these very encouraging developments, the low signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detected signals is still a key problem that
limits the broad application of surface-NMR. The measured surface-
NMR signals are typically within the range of a few hundred nanovolts
and can be significantly contaminated by electromagnetic noise. There-
fore, improving the SNR is a necessary development and a very active
field of research. The very first attempts to improve the SNR were
based on a figure-eight loop design (Trushkin et al., 1994). This layout
can effectively cancel noise but is limited to a single noise source, thus
doubling the required size of a single loop to reach the same depth of in-
vestigation and flat terrain. Further developments in the field of
. This is an open access article under
enhancing the SNR generally cover (i) advanced pulse experiments
(e.g., Grunewald et al., 2016) to increase the signal amplitude, (ii) ad-
vanced signal processing techniques (Larsen et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019) and (iii) reference measurements
to reduce the amplitude of the environmental electromagnetic noise
(Walsh, 2008; Dalgaard et al., 2012).

While signal processing techniques aim to identify and separate the
surface-NMR signal from electromagnetic noise using data from a single
detection channel, the reference approach utilizes additional reference
channels without surface-NMR signals to independently characterize
the electromagnetic noise. Such techniques have been used since the
1980s in, e.g., magnetotellurics (MT) and transient electromagnetism
(TEM) (Gamble et al., 1979). The reference approach became popular
with the development of surface-NMR instruments that provided the
necessary multi-channel data acquisition system (Radic, 2006; Walsh,
2008). Since then, severalmethods using a reference loop-based system
have been developed. Radic (2006) presented a remote reference ap-
proach operating in the frequency domain and using vertical loops of
1 m size as references. (Walsh, 2008) demonstrated an adaptive signal
processing algorithm implemented in the Vista-Clara software. An
adaptive filter in the time domain was presented by Dalgaard et al.
(2012). Müller-Petke and Costabel (2014) compared time- and
frequency-domain approaches. All approaches have demonstrated a
useful capability to improve the SNR of surface-NMR data. All ap-
proaches rely on a reference placed some distance from the surface-
NMR transmitter loop, as the reference loop must not detect any
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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surface-NMR signal. However, both the field effort and the performance
of the noise cancellation may benefit from the ability to place the refer-
ence loop closer to the transmitter loop, i.e., at a not remote distance, as
it is expected that the correlation between the environmental noise de-
creases with decreasing distance between loops.

In this paper, a theoretical framework that allows the reference to be
placed close to the transmitter is presented and evaluated. Furthermore,
the noise cancellation performance of reference loops as a function of
the distance between two loops is investigated. Finally, preliminary re-
search on optimal positioning of a non-remote reference loop is
presented.

2. Fundamentals of reference-based noise cancellation

To provide the necessary theoretical background for deriving the
framework of non-remote reference noise cancellation, a brief review
on remote reference noise cancellation (RNC) based on the formulation
in Müller-Petke and Costabel (2014) is given here.

Considering two loops s and r, placed somedistance from each other,
and recorded environmental electromagnetic field n, we write

s ¼ nRx ð1Þ

and

r ¼ nNx ð2Þ

with Rx and Nx indicating the different locations in the electromagnetic
noise field. Now, a filter h that transforms the signal in s to the one de-
tected by r can be calculated according to

rst ¼
X

τ
hτrrt−τ ð3Þ

with rr and rs being the auto-correlation of r and the cross-correlation of
rwith s, respectively. Eq. (3) describes an optimal (orWiener) filter that
minimizes the mean-squared difference between the transformed sig-
nal r̂ (calculated as the convolution of h and r) and the target signal s.
Müller-Petke and Costabel (2014) refer to h as the transfer function
(TF). The TF coefficients can be derived in either the time or frequency
domain. As the TF coefficients are based on the cross- and auto-
correlations of r and s, the higher the correlation between the two sig-
nals is, the lower the mean-squared difference. Subtracting r̂ from s
leads to a signal ŝ that is reduced by correlated noise. The loop providing
the signal r is referred to as the reference loop. Obviously, only corre-
lated noise can be canceled. Since correlation is the key in reference-
based noise cancellation, one can assume that the closer two loops are
placed to each other, the more the signal components are correlated,
and thus, the noise-reduced signal ŝ is of the lowest remaining ampli-
tude. Even though the data as presented in Fig. 1 cannot be generalized,
they indicate that the assumption that RNC results improve when de-
creasing the distance between the loops is valid for this site. The noise
data were recorded at a field site in Hannover, Germany. The site is very
close to a city tram line and street traffic (approximately 200m), a high-
way (approximately 50m) and city buildings (approximately 100m). A
large waste disposal site including an energy-from-waste facility is
within approximately 1 km distance. The site is impacted by many dif-
ferent noise sources that also change with time.

When conducting surface-NMR experiments, one loop becomes a
surface-NMR signal receiver, and the other becomes the reference
loop. Considering the distance between the two loops, two cases must
be distinguished:

1. The reference loop is remote, meaning that surface-NMR signals can-
not be detected.

2. The reference loop is non-remote, meaning that surface-NMR signals
are detected.
3. Remote-reference noise cancellation (remote RNC)

In the case of a remotely placed reference loop, only the receiver
loop detects surface-NMR signals, and thus, eq. (2) remains unchanged,
while the signal detected in s reads

sNMR ¼ sNMR
Rx þ nRx ð4Þ

with sRx
NMR indicating the surface-NMR signal. To improve the data qual-

ity in the receiver loop, the TF is applied to the remote-reference signal r,
and the resulting signal is subtracted. Thus, the signal ŝ reads (in the
time domain)

ŝ ¼ sNMR−r̂ ð5Þ

¼ sNMR
Rx þ nRx−TF⊛r ð6Þ

¼ sNMR
Rx þ nRx−TF⊛nNx ð7Þ

¼ sNMR
Rx þ nUC ð8Þ

with nUC representing the remaining uncorrelated noise. Targeting in-
verse modeling, the receiver detected surface-NMR signal can be simu-
lated by the receiver kernel function GRx and a subsurface model m as

sNMR
Rx ¼ GRx �m ð9Þ

4. Non-remote reference noise cancellation (non-remote RNC)

In contrast, a reference loop placed non-remotely detects surface-
NMR signals, and eq. (2) becomes

rNMR ¼ rNMR
Nx þ nNx ð10Þ

Thus, both the receiver and the reference include surface-NMR sig-
nals. Applying again the TF on the reference loop record r and
subtracting the transformed reference signal, we obtain

ŝ ¼ sNMR−r̂NMR ð11Þ

¼ sNMR
Rx þ nRx−TF⊛rNMR ð12Þ

¼ sNMR
Rx þ nRx−TF⊛ rNMR

Nx þ nNx
� � ð13Þ

Using the convolution theorem

TF⊛ f þ gð Þ ¼ TF⊛ f þ TF⊛g ð14Þ

we obtain

ŝ ¼ sNMR
Rx þ nRx−TF⊛rNMR

Nx þ TF⊛nNx ð15Þ

¼ sNMR
Rx −TF⊛rNMR

Nx þ nUC ð16Þ

Compared to the situation inwhich no surface-NMR signal is present
in the reference loop r, the main difference involves handling the appli-
cation of the TF to the reference loop detected NMR signal rNxNMR. Again,
targeting inverse modeling, we replace the individual surface-NMR sig-
nals by their respective model responses, with GNx being the kernel
function of the reference loop,

ŝ ¼ GRx �m−TF⊛ GNx �mð Þ ð17Þ

and finally obtain

ŝ ¼ GRx−TF⊛GNx½ � �m ð18Þ
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Fig. 1. Reference-based noise cancellation performance as a function of the distance between two loops. Signals are recorded using a 10 m square loop as the detection loop and a 10 m
square loop as the reference loop positioned at 10 m (a,d), 30 m (b,e) and 50 m (c,f) from the detection loop. The signals in a), b) and c) are the raw signals (gray lines), while d), e) and
f) show the signals after noise cancellation (black lines), with the raw signals shown in gray for comparison.When only two channels are available, three datasets aremeasured to vary the
distance between the two loops. The data were recorded at a field site in Hannover, Germany.
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¼ GRNC �m ð19Þ

Thus, forward modeling of the noise-reduced signal ŝ can be carried
out by deriving a new kernel function GRNC that contains both kernel
functions GRx and GNx modified by the TF. The new kernel function
GRNC is independent of the model and is not updated during the inver-
sion. However, this is true only if a multi-exponential QT-Inversion is
used. If a mono-exponential QT-Inversion is used, then the kernel func-
tion becomes model dependent (Müller-Petke et al., 2016) and is up-
dated in each iteration to include the TF. As the TF is a constant factor
(that is not model dependent), this does not impact the stability of cur-
rently applied mono-exponential QT-Inversions.

Note that the kernel function must be modified to simulate the
surface-NMR signal oscillating at the Larmor frequency in order to
apply the TF. Obviously, if the kernel function is modified to simulate
the signal oscillating at the Larmor frequency, then the new kernel func-
tion can be Fourier-transformed, and the TF in the frequency domain
can be applied. Due to the advantages of calculating the TF in the fre-
quency domain, as shown by Müller-Petke and Costabel (2014), this
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Fig. 2. Real part (a) and imaginary part (b) of a 50m diameter coincident loop kernel function. T
48,000 nT and a 60° inclination. The sounding curve (c) is simulated for a fully saturated homo
approach is used in the following. Appendix A provides pseudo-code
that provides insight into how a QT-Inversion that includes a non-
remote NC can be implemented.
5. Results and discussion

5.1. Positioning a non-remote reference loop

Based on eq. (18), GRx and GNx must not be similar to each other
since, in addition to canceling the noise, the NMR signal would also be
canceled. It is reasonable to expect that reference positions with associ-
ated GNx can be derived that not only prevent cancellation of the NMR
signal but also even enhance the signal amplitude. In the following, a
preliminary study of positioning of the non-remote reference loop is
presented, and some general features are discussed. Common to all lay-
outs is a 50 m one turn diameter circular loop serving as a transmitter
and a receiver. The subsurface is set as resistive and fully saturated.
The Earth's magnetic field is set to 60° inclination and 48,000 nT.
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he kernel function is calculated for a resistive subsurface with the Earth's magnetic field at
geneous ground, i.e., representing the maximum detectable signal amplitude.
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According to the resistive subsurface, the imaginary part of the kernel
function is zero (Fig. 2).

A 10 m diameter multi-turn circular loop is used as reference loop.
This loop size can be easily handled under the field conditions. The ker-
nel function of the 10m loop is calculated similarly to that of a separated
loop (Hertrich et al., 2005), i.e., the 50 m diameter loop acts as a trans-
mitter and the 10 m loop as a receiver. To apply eq. (18), the TF must
be considered. As the general relationship between the two kernel func-
tions (GRx and GNx) is to be investigated, the 10 m reference loop is set
upwith 25 turns to achieve a total area equal to that of the 50m receiver
loop, and homogeneous noise conditions are assumed. This leads to TF
= 1, and the two kernel functions can be simply subtracted.

First, the reference loop is placed in the center of the transmitter
loop and 12.5 m and 35 m north of the center (Fig. 3 - red dotted-
dashed lines). The imaginary parts of all non-remote reference kernel
functions (Fig. 4 b, g, l) are very small, as the ground is set as resistive
and the reference loop is placed to the north (see Hertrich et al.
(2005) for a general discussion on the imaginary part of the kernel func-
tion for separated loops). Therefore, the imaginary part of the non-
remote reference does not add any additional signal when subtracted
from the coincident loop signal. The real parts of the kernel functions
of both in-loop configurations, i.e., the centered and 12.5 m shifted con-
figurations, show similar sensitivity patterns compared to the coinci-
dent loop (Fig. 2a), i.e., the main sensitivity increases with depth
when increasing the pulse moment. The combined kernel function
shows significantly reduced sensitivity (Fig. 4 c, h), and therefore,
these configurations cause significant NMR signal cancellation. For low
(q b 5 As) pulse moments, the real part of the kernel function of the
35 m shifted configuration, i.e., placed outside the receiver loop, is dif-
ferent from those of the coincident loops, while the sensitivity becomes
similar for higher pulse moments. As a result, the combined real part of
the kernel function and the sounding curve derived for a fully saturated
homogeneous ground do not cancel NMR signals for low q, while some
cancellation is observed for higher q.

Second, to introduce an additional and therefore beneficial signal
component, the reference loop is placed east of the coincident loop
(Fig. 3 - blue dashed lines) to introduce a significant imaginary part to
the kernel function (Fig. 5). While the real part exhibits only minor
changeswith respect to the case discussed above inwhich the reference
is placed north, the imaginary part is changed and the overall detected
signal amplitude is different when placing the reference loop eastwards
(Fig. 5 e, j). Especially, the 35 m east-shifted non-remote receiver in-
creases the amplitude of the synthetic sounding curve for almost all
pulse moments, and the sensitivity to larger depths also remains due
to the imaginary part.

Above, the position of the reference loop is evaluated. It is shown
that a reference loop position outside and eastwards of the transmitter
35
 m

25
 m

12
.5

 m

N

Fig. 3. Sketch of the reference loop sizes and positions. The black line indicates the 50 m
coincident loop position. The red dotted-dashed lines indicate the reference loop
positions used in Fig. 4, the blue dashed lines are the positions used in Fig. 5, and the
gray dotted lines are the positions used in Fig. 6.
forces an imaginary part in the kernel function, which is beneficial. In
the following, the loop size of the non-remote reference is investigated.
Therefore, (i) a 5 m diameter loop is shifted again 35 m eastward and
(ii) a 50 m diameter loop is shifted 50 m eastward (i.e., placed edge-
to-edge) (Fig. 3 - gray dotted lines). It is shown (Fig. 6) that the 5m con-
figuration provides similar sensitivities and sounding curves as in the 10
m case, while the 50 m configuration is similar to the coincident loop
alone. An interesting feature of the 5 m reference is the increase in the
amplitudes of the sounding curve for pulse moments of approximately
3 As. This gain is due to a high sensitivity area in the imaginary part
(Fig. 6b) close to the surface that is more prominent for the 5 m loop
than for the 10 m loop.

In conclusion, the position and size of the non-remote reference sig-
nificantly impacts the performance of the non-remote noise cancella-
tion. It is found that using a 50 m transmitter loop with a 10 m
reference loop placed a 35 m distance away from and east of the trans-
mitter loop produces the best results within the tested set of locations
and sizes. Nevertheless, further and detailed evaluation may discover
even better configurations, and it is likely that a general scheme for dif-
ferent transmitter loop sizes can be developed. The sensitivity to the po-
sition and size of the reference loop illustrates that caremust be taken to
include these exact parameters in the kernel calculation. It is necessary
to study the impact of positioning errors on the inversion result, which
is beyond the scope of this paper.When using small loops,multiple turn
loops are recommended to achieve a high signal amplitude above in-
strumental noise. Reducing the number of turns for small loops to in-
crease the difference between the two kernel functions is
compensated by the TF and thus makes no impact.

5.2. Complexity of the transfer function

In addition to the optimal position of the non-remote reference loop,
themodification ofGNx by the transfer function to achieve the finalGRNC

(Eq. 19) is a critical part of the theoretical framework.
It is common to calculate the so-called local TFs (Müller-Petke and

Costabel, 2014), i.e., correlate a single surface-NMR record with syn-
chronously recorded single remote-reference loop data. This local TF is
calculated for each record independently. This is possible because only
the noise is correlated, and it therefore defines the correlation coeffi-
cient in the TF and ensures the most up-to-date TFs. Global TFs, on the
other hand, are calculated using all records. Müller-Petke and Costabel
(2014) show that local TFs typically exhibit superior performance com-
pared with global TFs, as any variation in the noise with time causes a
possible change in the TF with time and may impact the noise cancella-
tion performance. If non-remote references are used, both the receiver
and reference contain surface-NMR signals and thus cannot be used to
calculate the TF. This results in the need to calculate the TF from noise
records before or after each single surface-NMR experiment to obtain
a local (but not perfectly up-to-date) TF or to use several noise records
together to acquire the global TF. Onemay expect this approach to neg-
atively impact non-remote reference noise cancellation. In contrast, one
can also expect that the TF will generally be of lower complexity,
i.e., showing less variation with time, due to the close proximity of the
two loops.

Fig. 7 shows local TFs calculated from one-second-long records se-
lected from a 30 s record and a global TF that uses the complete 30 s re-
cord. Both receiver loops are 10 m square loops. The data are again
collected at the field site in Hannover, Germany. Because the site is in
an urban environment, many different noise sources are present. The
expectation of decreasing complexitywith decreasingdistance between
the two recording loops is, at least for this field site, confirmed. While
the TF correlation coefficients (both amplitude and phase) show signif-
icant variations with frequency if the loops are separated by 30 m and
50 m, the amplitude and phase of the TF for a separation of 10 m are al-
most constant. More importantly, due to the low complexity, the TF
change with time is also low; consequently, one can expect that
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applying a global TF would not lead to reduced noise cancellation
performance.

To further investigate this finding, Fig. 8 shows the time-domain sig-
nal before and after applying noise cancellation using both local and
global TFs and two datasets with the loop distance varied. As ex-
pected, if the loops are close (10 m separation), there is almost no
difference between local and global TFs (Fig. 8 b, c), and thus, the
time variation of the TF can be neglected. The 50 m separation does
exhibit differences, and the local TF provides a superior result
(Fig. 8 e, f); thus, time variations are present and cannot be
neglected. However, the final differences in the processed records
are rather small, even though the differences in the TFs appear to
be significant (Fig. 7 c, f). This example at least indicates that the dis-
advantage of non-remote references not using up-to-date noise,
i.e., calculating the TF from records before or after the NMR experi-
ment, is likely not very significant.

5.3. Semi-synthetic example

After studying the appropriate positioning of the reference loop and
TFs separately, the remote reference and non-remote reference noise
cancellation are compared with respect to a complete surface-NMR
dataset. The loop layouts used are as follows: a 50 m circular loop as a
transmitter and a receiver and (i) a 10 m circular loop placed 35 m
east as a non-remote reference and (ii) a 10 m circular loop placed far
away, i.e., in remote conditions. Layout (i) is the best non-remote layout
found above. A synthetic 3-layer model that consists of an unsaturated
layer (5%water content, 0.01 s relaxation time) down to 5m, an aquifer
(35%water content, 0.2 s relaxation time) down to 25mand an aquitard
(40%water content, 0.005 s relaxation time) is set up. Using this model,
the forward response of a 50 m diameter circular loop is calculated
(Fig. 9 a). The synthetic data are contaminated by the same two field
noise datasets described in Fig. 8, i.e., one datasetwith a 50m separation
between the two loops and the other with a 10 m separation. Each has
two simultaneously recorded channels. The first channel of each noise
dataset is used to contaminate the coincident loop data (Fig. 9 b, c).
The second channel of the 50 m separation data is used to create a re-
mote reference dataset. The second channel of the 10 m separation
data is used to create a non-remote reference dataset. These surface-
NMR data are calculated for a 10 m circular loop and a 35 m
eastward-shifted separated loop. Note that all noise is scaled to the ac-
tual loop faces and that the surface-NMR signal is calculated as a 2103
Hz oscillation signal. Next, the dataset is processed identically to field
data. This processing is independent and the same for the remote-
reference and non-remote reference data. In both cases, global TFs are
calculated, and the noise cancellation is applied. Further processing in-
cludes envelope detection and applying a low pass filter (500 Hz).
Fig. 9 d and e shows the results. Clearly, both advantages of the non-
remote approach are evident. The noise level is greatly reduced by a fac-
tor of 4 on average, and the signal amplitude is increased by a factor of
1.5 on average, leading to an overall increase in the signal-to-noise
ratio of approximately 6.
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Finally, this semi-synthetic example allows for a numerical evalua-
tion of the theoretical framework. The semi-synthetic data given in
Fig. 9e are calculated using only well-tested algorithms and knowledge
such as kernel calculation of coincident and separated loops, calculation
of transfer functions from noise records and remote reference noise
cancellation. All steps are performed independently. Using field noise,
these data are as close as possible to field data. With an advantage
over field data, the truemodel is perfectly known and allows for numer-
ical confirmation of the developed approach. If the forward response of
the combined kernel functions including the transfer function (Eq. 18)



Fig. 7. Transfer function complexity (amplitude (a, b, c) and phase (d, e, f)) dependence on the distance and as a function of time. The reference loop is placed at distances from the
detection loop of 10 m (a, d), 30 m (b, e) and 50 m (c, f). Transfer functions calculated from a continuous 30 s record using only one second (light gray lines) represent the local and
with time changing trends, i.e., the local TF. The black lines show the transfer function calculated from the complete 30 s record representing the global trend, i.e., the global TF.

Fig. 8.NCperformance for the records in a) and d) using the record itself to calculate the TF (b, e) or using the global transfer function calculated from30 s records (c, f). The top panel (a, b,
c) represents a 10 m distance between the transmitter and reference loops, and the bottom panel (d, e, f) represents a reference loop with a 50 m distance.
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gives the same response as the semi-synthetic modeling above, then
GRNC is numerically confirmed and can be used for inversion. The results
show (Fig. 10) that the obtained responses effectively coincide. Conse-
quently, GRNC can be used for inversion with no change to the com-
monly used inversion schemes. GRNC does not change during the
inversion, as the TF does not depend on the model. Thus, there are no
additional non-linearities in the inversion. Additional uncertainties
may arise if the TF is not adequately determined.
5.4. The figure-eight setup

Finally, the figure-eight approach is considered in the context of
non-remote reference noise cancellation. In principle, the figure-eight
approach is a sub-class of the non-remote references, with a figure-
eight as a transmitter, two references positioned in an edge-to-edge
configuration and a TF that equals 1. Fig. 11 shows the kernel function
of an east-west oriented figure-eight with a 50 m loop size. It shows
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that the sounding curve and thus the detected signal amplitude are su-
perior to all previously discussed non-remote layouts. However, there
are disadvantages of the figure-eight that are closely interconnected.
As the TF is basically ‘hardwired’, the layout must be perfectly oriented
to provide optimal noise cancellation. This is time consuming and, in
particular, not possible due to area limitations. Considering the time
consumption, area limitation and ‘hard-wired’ TF, it may be advanta-
geous to use figure-eights with unequal loop sizes and/or to record
each receiver circle of the figure-eight independently and calculate a TF.

Using a pure noise dataset again, a ‘hard-wired’ figure-eight is
compared with applying TF noise cancellation in which each circle is
independently recorded in two channels (Fig. 12). Note that this
figure-eight case is different from the above discussed edge-to-edge
non-remote reference case, as here, thefigure-eight is also transmitting.
Furthermore, the orientations of the two loops are changed to the
perpendicular direction to simulate a badly oriented figure-eight. The
results show not only that the noise cancellation may be improved by
applying a TF but also that the orientation of the figure-eight becomes
less important.
6. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, the theoretical framework for using reference loops
placed close to a transmitter loop is provided. The technique is referred
to as non-remote reference noise cancellation (non-remote RNC). It is
shown by field data that the performance, i.e., the ability to improve
the SNR of surface-NMR measurements, depends on the distance be-
tween the detection and reference loops. The closer the reference loop
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is to the detection loop, the lower the remaining electromagnetic noise
after processing. It is demonstrated that the position and size of the ref-
erence loop cannot be chosen arbitrarily but must be carefully selected.
It is found that using a 50 m transmitter loop and a 10m reference loop
placed within a 35 m distance east of the transmitter loop produces the
best results within the tested set of locations and sizes. The approach
can also be used with any existing measurements where a signal has
been found in a reference given that the exact position and size of the
reference are known. However, it should be kept in mind that the posi-
tion and size of the loop substantially impact both the signal and it char-
acteristics (real/imaginary parts). Some positions and sizes may cause
larger signal attenuation than noise cancellation. It is further demon-
strated that the often used figure-eight pattern, which needs to be care-
fully oriented to provide good noise cancellation properties, can be
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improved by applying the concepts of non-remote RNC, i.e., handling
the two detection parts of the figure-eight pattern independently.

Even though this paper provides evidence of the improved perfor-
mance of non-remote RNC, amore general evaluation under several dif-
ferent field noise conditionsmust be carried out in the future. Further, a
semi-synthetic example that uses only field noise but simulated
surface-NMR data is presented. Both demands are beyond the scope of
this paper, which is intended to demonstrate the general framework
and feasibility of the concept. Finally, it is expected that the presented
study of positioning of the reference loop reflects only a small subset
of possibilities using the non-remote RNC approach.
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Appendix A. Pseudo-code for non-remote NC

The following pseudo-code provides insight into how to handle non-
remote noise cancellation in practice. In particular, code/functions are
used as given in the Appendices in Müller-Petke et al. (2016).

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% load the raw noise data (before envelope detection)

% of both loops and calculate the transfer function (TF);

% the noise data is recorded before the NMR experiment and

% used only to calculate the transfer function;

% loop 1: transmitter and detection loop -N n_rx

% loop 2: non-remote receiver loop -N n_nx

n_rx = load (’noiseDataLoop_1’);

n_nx = load(’noiseDataLoop_2’);

TF = FFTMultiChannelTransfer(n_rx,n_nx);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% load the raw data (before envelope detection).

% recorded during the NMR experiment.

% and apply the TF;

% t: time vector including dead time

% loop 1: transmitter and detection loop -N s

% loop 2: non-remote receiver loop -N r

s_raw = load(’DataLoop_1’);

r_raw = load(’DataLoop_2’);

% apply TF

s_raw_NC = s_raw - ifft(TF. *fft(r));

% calculate the envelope

s = SD(s_raw_NC,t)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% load field parameters (loop size, position, magnetic

field, ...);

% calculate the kernel functions;

% loop 1: transmitter and detection loop -N loop_1

% loop 2: non-remote receiver loop -N loop_2

loop_1 = load(’Loop_1_Parameters');

loop_2 = load(’Loop_2_Parameters');

g_Rx = calculateKernel(loop_1);

g_Nx = calculateKernel(loop_2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% now we are ready for inversion

% here we give only a single step during the inversion

% for a full inversion this step is repeated until some

% stop criteria is reached

% T2: current T2 model

% w: current w model

% t: time vector including dead time

% prepare loop 1 kernel for QT

gM = repmat(g_s,length(t),1);

T2M = repmat(repmat(T2s.',size(g,1),1),length(t),1);

tM = kron(t,ones(size(g_s.'))).';

T2expM = exp(-tM./T2M);

G_Rx = gM.*T2expM;

% prepare loop 2 for QT

% compared to loop 1 the TF is included

gM = repmat(g_r,length(t),1);

T2M = repmat(repmat(T2s.',size(g,1),1),length(t),1);

tM = kron(t,ones(size(g_r.'))).';

% now we need to extend the QT envelope kernel temporarily

% to the original larmor-frequency (HF) apply the TF and

get back to the envelope signal

for iz=1:size(g_s,2)

for iq=1:size(g_s,1)

vec = size(g,1)*[0:1:length(t)-1] + iq;

% simulate a synthetic HF signal using the correct angles

of the kernel

HF = cos(2*pi*larmor.*t + angle(g_r(iq,iz)));

% apply the TF (that is in frequency domain)

% this is the key step: this includes the amplitude and

phase of the TF

% into the kernel of loop 2

HF_TF = ifft( TF .* fft(HF))

% get back to envelope

os(vec,iz) = SD(t, HF_TF);

end

end

T2expM = exp(-tM./T2M).*os;

G_Nx = gM.*T2expM;

% now we have both kernels and subtract

G_RNC = G_Rx - G_Nx;

% forward model the synthetic data for this step

D = G_RNC*w;

% difference to the measured data

dD = D - s;

% 'solve' for the model update,

% thisincludes several stepssuchas transformations and

line-search

dM = solve(dD, G, parameter)
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